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Example of an Argument Search

“So it was with great interest that I heard a story on NPR [...] pointing out that
passing a law banning thin-film plastic bags in supermarkets seems to have actually
caused an INCREASE in the number of plastic bags sold.”

q Does banning plastic bags actually help?
q Can you find the paper of the study?
q What’s the title?
q Where was it published?
q Where was the data collected from?
q How representative is this data?
q What do you call the effect when a regulation

results in the increased consumption?
q Has banning plastic bags worked elsewhere?
q Is there a study for this other place?

→ Ask for arguments
→ Ask for source

→ Ask for detail
→ Doubt source
→ Doubt evidence
→ Doubt evidence

→ Ask for background
information

→ Ask for counter-evidence
→ Doubt evidence
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Voice-based and Conversational Argument Search

Conversational argument search

q specifying circumstances
q demanding explanations
q demanding evidence
q doubting arguments
q questioning beliefs

Voice-based argument search

q intuitive; like in daily live
q always available (no large display)
q while doing something else
q possibly together with others
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Survey

Online survey (Amazon’s Mechanical Turk) with 500 participants from 10 countries

q Adaptation of product testing and service market research surveys
q Explanation of argument search with the use of args.me
q Participants took 12 minutes on average
q Data available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3490948
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Survey

Online survey (Amazon’s Mechanical Turk) with 500 participants from 10 countries

q Adaptation of product testing and service market research surveys
q Explanation of argument search with the use of args.me
q Participants took 12 minutes on average
q Data available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3490948

We explored:

q In which situation would people use voice-based argument search?
q With which motivation would people use voice-based argument search?

decide on something convince somebody entertainment

q Which features of voice-based argument search would people appreciate?
q Which ranking-criteria expect people to be the most important?
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Survey: Motivations for Argument Search

If voice-based argument search were available for you today, how likely would you use it to ...

make a voting decision

convince your colleague

convince your friend

make a buying decision

entertain yourself

have fun with your friend

Proportion of participants

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

extremely likely very likely somewhat likely not so likely not at all likely

0.09

0.11

0.18

0.20

0.30

0.37

0.16

0.25

0.26

0.29

0.36

0.36

0.28

0.34

0.30

0.29

0.21

0.18

0.25

0.18

0.17

0.14

0.09

0.22

0.13

0.08

0.08

Example scenario for “have fun with a friend”: You are at home with a friend and you want to order

pizza. For some reason, you come to argue about the sense or nonsense of pineapple on pizza, but

can’t come to a conclusion. To make a joke of the situation, you ask your voice assistant what

arguments there are against having pineapple on pizza.
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Example scenario for “convince your colleague”: Your coworker is annoyed because the staff have to

start wearing specific work uniforms from tomorrow onwards. You ask your voice assistant to give

pro arguments for work uniforms so that you can convince your colleague that they are actually

practical.
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“Voting is such a delicate topic, I would assume extra research in other ways would benefit it.”
(16 comments mention the importance of voting and/or need to check other sources)

“Difficult to answer, depends on how trustworthy and unbiased I believe the voice assistant to be.”

(22 comments mention trust issues regarding AI, algorithms, assistants, or assistant companies)
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User Study

User study with simulated setup (human over voice-chat) and 18 participants

q Participants got introduction to voice-based argument search
q Each participant picked 4 topics (2 convince; 2 decide) from 6 available
q Argument search for each topic took between 1.5 and 8 minutes
q 1043 participant actions, manually labeled (4 categories; 25 sub-categories)
q Data also available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3490948

System ... [First, electric cars fight global warming better than hybrids.]Reveal ... [Do you
want to hear con arguments?]Inquire

Participant [No,]Reveal [but I would like to hear the source of the first argument.]Inquire
System [The argument is originated from the article of the portal faz.net.]Reveal

Participant [Do you have any scientific research regarding this topic.]Inquire
System [Do you want to hear evidence for this argument?]Inquire
Participant [Yes.]Reveal

System [Evidence that speaks for this argument is the study of Dr. Prof. Walter Her-
bernikus in 2014, which showed that electric cars have a two times better impact
on global warming than hybrids.]Reveal

Participant [Okay. Thank you.]Navigate
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User Study: Participant Actions

q One third of all participant actions were inquiries to the system
q Another third were to reveal something to the system
q The final third were to keep the conversation going or to change the context
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User Study: Participant Actions

q One third of all participant actions were inquiries to the system
q Another third were to reveal something to the system
q The final third were to keep the conversation going or to change the context

Participant inquire action Occurrences
Get arguments 219 64%
Get context information 65 19%
Get arguments by aspect 29 9%
Get evidence 20 6%
Get argument source 4 1%
Get number of arguments 4 1%

q Most inquiries were about getting arguments
q A fifth were about context information

(e.g., definitions, product information, or comparisons)

q Very few inquiries about the argument source or further evidence
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Conclusion

Why, when, and how do people expect to perform voice-based argument search?

q Online survey with 500 participants
q User study with 18 participants

q Why? Entertainment, deciding, persuading;
especially for “low risk” tasks

q When? Especially at home; both when alone and
with friends

q How? In a conversation: aspect overview, context
information, source, evidence
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